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Abstract The amount of information that is being created, every day, is quickly growing. As such, it is now more common than ever to deal with extremely large datasets. As systems develop and become more intelligent and adaptive, analysing their behaviour is a challenge. The heterogeneity, volume and speed of data generation are increasing rapidly. This is further exacerbated by the use of wireless networks, sensors, smartphones and the Internet. Such systems are capable of generating a phenomenal amount of information and the need to analyse their behaviour, to detect security anomalies or predict future demands for example, is becoming harder. Furthermore, securing such systems is a challenge. As threats evolve, so should security measures develop and adopt increasingly intelligent security techniques. Adaptive systems must be employed and existing methods built upon to provide well-structured defence in depth. Despite the clear need to develop effective protection methods, the task is a difficult one, as there are significant weaknesses in the existing security currently in place. Consequently, this special issue of the Journal of Computer Sciences and Applications discusses big data analytics in intelligent systems. The specific topics of discussion include the Internet of Things, Web Services, Cloud Computing, Security and Interconnected Systems.
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1. Introduction

Within a growing digital world, technological developments, interconnectivity and the use of mechanisation has resulted in a surge in the amount of digital information being produced. Traditional data production services, such as critical infrastructures, which create extensive datasets for forecasting purposes, are growing due to increasing demands. Additionally, their service provision is now more reliant on automation, where analytic techniques play a key role. As a result, system administrators have to deal with significant datasets, constructed from millions of individual components to forecast future service demands and detect system faults. This is also forcing a migration to the cloud computing environment, where advanced data analytic services are supplied.

In addition to traditional information production services, data is now being generated from non-tradition services, including health-care, e-governments and our own personal networks of devices. Each produces distinct data analytic and digital supply chain challenges of their own. The datasets being produced are transforming society, improving the quality of the services provided and offering new solutions to age-old problems. For example, it is now common practice to capture, store and share almost every moment of our lives. Furthermore, the prevalent use of wearable fitness devices also allows us to capture personal biological information, such as heart rate and acceleration, which can be used for reflection. Consequently, with all of this data readily available, people have become interested in storing this type of data and reliving experiences through their collected digital media. As such, this large assortment of information is often referred to as human digital memories, which can be reflected on at a later time.

In general, big data sets tend to be unstructured but when analysed contains significantly useful information. The term big data was created to characterise the emerging trend in the amount of information being produced by traditional and non-tradition service providers. Subsequently, big data analysis techniques, refers to the sorting, processing and uncovering of hidden information in the vast datasets generated. The technological challenge involved in uncovering the concealed data trends, however is significant. The necessities for data storage alone, for example, require substantial storage devices. For that reason, many companies employ the use of big data platforms, such as Apache Hadoop, Microsoft Azure and IBM Big Data Platform. Each employs a cloud computing environment to process the datasets.

The remained of this paper is as follows. Initially, a discussion is put forwards on the Internet of Things and how the growth in smart cities has resulted in the generation of datasets from more sources than ever before. In section 3 the ubiquity of the digital environment is highlighted along with the use of control systems for automation and the inherent security issues being faced. In section 4, big data analytics are discussed, to highlight approaches which are currently being adopted to extract hidden information from significant datasets. The paper is concluded in section 5.
2. The Internet of Things

We now live in a mobile and information rich society, where the ability to generate and access a number of different data sources is feasible. The combination of the Internet and emerging technologies, such as near-field communications, real-time localization, and embedded sensors, lets us transform everyday objects into “smart objects” that can understand and react to their environment [1]. Any object, embedded with a sensor, is capable of providing us with information. Through unique addressing schemes, these devices are able to interact with each other and cooperate with their neighbours, to reach common goals [2]. This revolution is known as the Internet of Things (IoT) and can be defined as “a worldwide network of uniquely addressable interconnected objects, based on shared communication protocols” [3]. The proliferation of these devices, within our environment, is becoming more abundant. Currently, according to The NPD Group [4], there are 425 million devices connected to the Internet in U.S. homes; whilst computers were still the primary connected devices, numerous other devices are close behind, such as smartphones, games consoles, Blu-ray Disc players and Internet connected high-definition televisions (HDTVs). Furthermore, by 2016, Cisco predicts that there will be more than 10 billion mobile Internet-connected devices, which exceeds the worlds projected population, at that time, of 7.3 billion [5]. Additionally, global mobile data traffic will increase 11-fold to 15.9 Exabyte’s per month, at an annual growth rate of 61%, from 2013 to 2018 [6]. These machines now fit seamlessly into our world and have become so common that we now hardly notice their existence; we now expect everything to be internet-enabled and “smart”. This concept was first envisioned by Weiser in the 90s and is now firmly a reality [7]. In order to achieve this instant connectivity and exchange of information between devices, a number of key enabling technologies are required (see Figure 1) [8].

Figure 1. Internet of Things Enabling Technologies

As more and more devices become part of our global data space, unquestionably, the main strength of the IoT is the high impact it will have on several aspects of everyday-life and the behaviour of potential users, including mobile social networking, real world search, lifelogging, enterprise computing and groupware and urban mobility systems [2] (see Figure 2).

Figure 2. Applications of the IoT [9]

For instance, deploying and using smart things in enterprises can facilitate the communication and collaboration among co-located or non-co-located employees, whilst understanding human movement in urban environments has direct implications for the design of future urban public transport systems. However, this instant connectivity of devices has also enabled machine-to-machine connections (M2M) to increase. This has in turn led to the emergence of a new paradigm of the Internet of Everything (IoE), which aims to connect people, processes, data and things [6]. M2M connections, including security and automation, smart metering and utilities, maintenance, building automation, automotive, healthcare and consumer electronics, etc., are being used within a broad range of industries to monitor information [6].

2.1. Smart Cities

Around the world, urbanisation and economic growth are increasing; by 2020, the global market for smart urban systems will amount to approximately $400 billion annually and by 2050 it is estimated that 75% of the world’s population will live in cities [10]. As part of these developments, the IoT/IoE stands to be the greatest benefit to these metropolitan areas [11]. As such, the term “smart cities” has been coined and often gets used in describing these developments, where the aim is to utilise a communication infrastructure to connect public resources, increase the quality of the services offered to its citizens, whilst reducing operational costs [12]. As depicted in Figure 3, this idea encompasses many aspects of society that “springs from the synergic interconnection of key industry and service sectors” [12].

Figure 3. Smart City concept
Around the globe, there are many examples of such smart city initiatives. For instance, Masdar (United Arab Emirates) aims to establish a free-carbon zone by utilizing energy from renewable resources, reducing and recycling waste, creating sustainable transport links and developing sustainable and renewable alternatives to fossil fuels [13]. Meanwhile, Rio de Janeiro (Brazil) aims to tackle mudslides and flooding by connecting multiple systems together to improve crisis and transportation management.

The system uses data generated from weather sensors, video surveillance, and field personnel, overlaid on a comprehensive geographic information system (GIS), to help the city in preparing and responding to flood-related incidents [14]. Additionally, Barcelona (Spain) utilises this concept to connect its transportation links and monitor the flow of people around the city. Its smart bus stops are connected to the city’s fibre network to provide real-time timetables; smart parking spots are connected to the WiFi network to detect the presence of cars, whilst a city-wide network of sensors provides real-time information on the flow of people, noise and other forms of environmental pollution, as well as traffic and weather conditions [15]. As well as improving transport links and disaster relief, smart cities also intend to improve our quality of life by promoting an eco-friendly and sustainable environment and whereby healthcare services are connected to its citizens, regardless of their location [15]. Within the UK, Bristol City Council is developing a “smart city service within the SPHERE project (Sensor Platform for HEalthcare in a Residential Environment, 2013-2018) to monitor the health and well-being of people living at home” [15]. This can be achieved by using smaller and more powerful wearable sensing devices, which can collect a wealth of data about an individual. Additionally, the World Health Organisation’s (WHO) Healthy Cities is a global initiative that was introduced in 1988 to “put health high on the social, economic and political agenda of city governments” [16]. Currently, approximately 90 cities are members of the WHO European Healthy Cities Network, and 30 national Healthy Cities networks across the WHO European Region have more than 1400 cities and towns as members [16].

A key contributor to these developments is the Internet of Things, which have enabled us to live a connected society of people and devices. Smart cities are one example that are revolutionising the way in which people interact with their environment and are vital in aiding resource management. Our reliance on fossil fuels is limited and new sustainable initiatives are required to offset our reliance on natural resources.

2.2. Smart Devices for Healthcare

Another sector that has benefited from the IoT paradigm is healthcare, where it plays an important role in many applications, including clinical care, remote monitoring and early intervention/prevention [17]. Features of the IoT, including global connectivity, ubiquitous identification, sensing, and communication capacities, have greatly benefited this field. For instance, all objects in healthcare systems (e.g. people, equipment, medicine, etc.) can be tracked and monitored constantly. Furthermore, all healthcare-related information (e.g. logistics, diagnosis, therapy, recovery, medication, management, finance, and even daily activity) can be collected, managed, and shared efficiently [8]. For example, patients can have sensors attached to their body to monitor their physiological signals (heart rate, breathing, etc.), whilst static sensors attached to the bed can monitor the pressure that is being exerted on particular pressure point hotspots. Using mobile internet access (e.g. WiFi, 3G, 4G, etc.), this data can then be wirelessly transmitted to the doctor’s devices (e.g. laptop, mobile phone, tablet, etc.) so that they can have a real-time view of their patient [8], [18]. Furthermore, smart appliances such as fridges, can be used to monitor nutrition, provide dietary control and analyse eating habits [19].

Additionally, wearable health-monitoring systems (WHMS), composed of several on-body and intra-body biosensors, are capable of providing a real-time and unobtrusive outlet to monitor a patients’ physiological parameters [20]. Data, including electrocardiogram (ECG), blood pressure, respiration, body and/or skin temperature, etc. can be obtained and transmitted using short-range communication technologies, such as ultra-wideband radio technology [21], Bluetooth [22] and ZigBee [23], to remotely monitor an individual once they have left hospital. Taking this concept further, stretchable electronic tattoos are flexible patches that can provide continuous tracking by wirelessly transmitting information such as heart rate, brain activity, body temperature, and hydration levels to a mobile device [24].

As it can be seen, the IoT is changing the way we interact with the world and our devices. As more and more “things” join this interconnected network, the information that we have access to is increasing. This flow of data is essential for allowing us to make informed decisions about ourselves and to aid in the development of a sustainable environment. However, although there are many initiatives that are utilising this idea, there are still many technological challenges to overcome. Such issues include, scalability (data transfer, processing, and management) of the network, communication between heterogeneous networks, integration with existing systems, big data analytics of information within the network and security and privacy of data [8].

3. A Digital World

One such technical challenge is the emergence of cyber-attacks, which has changed the security focus of information systems. Protecting infrastructures, wireless devices and the smart grid from cyber-threats, in an increasingly digital age, is a matter of growing urgency for governments and private industries across the globe. The consequences of a successful attack would be disastrous, ranging from potential loss of life and the compromise of military defence to economic damage or a devastating effect on the operation of government services. The need for improved security is evident.

3.1. Critical Information Infrastructures

Critical infrastructures include sectors such as energy resources, finance, food and water distribution, health, manufacturing and e-government services [25]. Their service provision is often dispersed over large geographic areas [26]. In recent years, however, critical infrastructures have become increasingly dependent on ICT to facilitate communication. Consequently, they have
become more vulnerable and face a new threat from the digital domain.

The surge in the use of ICT in critical infrastructures for automation has led to the fact that researching critical infrastructure protection and simulation environments naturally results towards a focus on digital industrial control systems.

The current threat levels facing critical infrastructures are higher than ever before. The volume of sophisticated cyber-attacks is starting to put a strain on defences currently in place. This increasing level of cyber-attacks demonstrates how important it is to ensure that the protection measures being used are continually evolving to keep up to date with new and emerging threat levels.

The topic of cyber-defence has become a key issue for debate in many governments and in growing frequency by CEOs of global corporations [27], [28] as well as being well documented and at the forefront of many news articles. The USA defence secretary Leon Panetta, for example, has highlighted the effects that cyber-attacks could have on a nation, comparing the potential impact of a successful attack to that of the terrorist attacks of 9/11. The United Kingdom, in particular, has also been very vocal on the large volume of cyber-attacks that occur daily, which are aimed at government services and global corporations. Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, William Hague, has highlighted the volume and variety of cyber-threats being encountered. Whilst many of the attempted attacks remain small, for example, malicious emails [29], [30] containing Trojan horses [31], the sheer volume of the attacks occur-ring regularly poses a cause for concern.

3.1.1 Digital Control Systems

The growing cyber threat is a particularly worrying factor for industrial networks. Disasters have the potential to escalate with interconnectivity bringing the risk of cascading failure [32]. The cost of physical consequences reflects the ever growing need for effective critical infrastructure protection for the future safeguarding of the services which are heavily relied upon by the population.

An industrial network can be broken down into multiple layers consisting of a business layer, a supervisory layer and a control system layer. Each layer has an important role in the running of a critical infrastructure [33]. The business layer, as its name suggests, is associated with the entire commercial and trade aspects surrounding the infrastructure. The supervisory layer, however, oversees system operation. It is in this layer that the Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition system (SCADA) would have a key role. As Knapp et al., identify, often the mistake is made to refer to all control systems as SCADA [33]. SCADA, however, is just one component of what makes up a critical infrastructure control network. The control system layer consists of process and control networks where automation is conducted through the use of Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC) [33].

Due to the variety of services critical infrastructures have to provide, the different types of technology currently used in each layer differs depending on the type of services provided by the infrastructure. This makes generic security systems extremely difficult to create. Despite that fact, there is a common dependence on certain types of technologies such as nodes, sensors and control systems, as well as the use of off-the-shelf components.

Given these layers inside critical infrastructures, it is clear that security can become an issue when the access points into the system are more numerous than ever before. At this point, resilience becomes an important factor, given the fact cyber-attacks are increasing at an alarming rate. The need to remain one step ahead of the attacker is becoming more and more important. Dependence on digital industrial networks means that the consequences of failure can produce unexpected results and must be planned for.

3.1.2 Security Measures

Currently, critical infrastructures are protected through the use of Unified Threat Management systems (UTM) and Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS). UTMs are considered to be the most important network security device in critical infrastructures and are a combination of software, hardware and network technologies [34]. The network technologies used by UTM systems generally include firewalls, pattern recognition, IDS and embedded analysis middleware. Critical infrastructures generally use different types of UTMs in the same infrastructure for defence in depth purposes. In addition the fact that UTMs operate behind a firewall means that the number of false positive alarms is reduced as the firewall acts as a filter for malicious activity.

UTMs tend to be divided into two groups including loosely-coupled and tightly coupled:

- Loosely-coupled UTMs integrate security products from various manufacturers meaning that interoperability between the components is an issue.
- Tightly-coupled UTMs are when the UTM has been developed by a single manufacturer meaning all the security functions have been developed by a single vendor meaning there are no interoperability issues [35].

A UTM is effectively a security gateway which filters and monitors network flows between Internet and Enterprise Network [36]. UTMs integrate multiple security technologies such as control interfaces, message formats, communication protocols and security policies and for that reason the management of security technologies in UTMs is a big challenge [35]. In UTMs high-efficiency and reliability are important factors as 80% of IT budgets are spent on maintaining the status-quo as well and averting downtown that is the result of human error [35].

Effective UTMs and IDS provide a sense of security for computers and network data by identifying, in real time, misuse or unauthorised use whilst allowing the system to continue functioning. IDSs typically use techniques such as Protocol Analysis, Signature-based detection, Anomaly Detection and intrusion detection sensors to protect the infrastructure [37]. Protocol Analysis is used to analyse data from the network and compare it with the model for expected behaviour to detect anomalies. Signature-based detection relies on patterns to identify data identified as being an intrusion by comparing the attack with known signatures. Signature-based detection however is non-adaptive and cannot detect attacks, which do not have a signature. Anomaly Detection, for example, a sudden
increase in data flow, is used to detect anomalies. Whilst, Intrusion Detection is a technique used to identify Trojans or viruses that are sent in emails or documents.

Defence in Depth is an important aspect to a critical infrastructure. Multiple IDS are often used alongside each other to combat multiple threats and different technology is used on each layer of the infrastructure to ensure that if an attacked penetrates one layer they are not automatically able to access the next one.

One additional defence technique currently implemented by critical infrastructures is the Honeypot. The Honeypot is used to fool attackers into thinking they have penetrated the system when in fact they have been diverted to a fake environment in which the attack is kept as long as possible and studied. This defence approach also aids with developing a picture of how an attack takes place.

For an effective defence in depth approach, critical infrastructures are divided into various levels of security. The Low Level security, for example, would be accessible by low level employees who only require basic access to the infrastructure to perform their functions and have access to only a small amount of data. Whereas the High Level would only be accessible by management and system administrators and tends to contain more sensitive data then the low levels. It is well documented that a large number of attacks are caused by unhappy staff members, or old employees who wish to carry out some sort of revenge of the system for mistreatment general unhappiness. For that reason the multilevel security is ideal as the disgruntled employee using their username and password to access the system will only be able to breach the Low Level.

Figure 4 displays an architectural view of these various layers and details a simplified view of the defence in depth technique of a critical infrastructure. Despite this use of defence in depth for securing critical infrastructures there are still numerous examples of attacks occurring daily and whilst the majority are unsuccessful the threat continues to grow.

![Figure 4. Defence in Depth](image)

This mounting threat is exacerbated further, as new technologies integrate into existing infrastructure networks in order to fit the increasing demands of customers. Issues, such as, safe interaction and the threat of cascading failure further enforce the need to build on defence in depth measures. This is particularly the case for the implementation of the smart grid, as discussed in the following section.

### 3.2. Smart Grid

The smart grid is a clear example of the movement towards introducing new innovations to enhance service provision; where security and reliability is becoming a growing concern. Its implementation is a drive to update the provision of electricity services, with electricity industries being progressively transformed [38]. Functionality is intertwined with critical infrastructures, such as nuclear power plants; as the smart grid offers essential enhancements to the traditional power grid infrastructures.

The way in which electricity is generated and distributed is revolutionised by its introduction [39]. For example, the dynamic pricing for customers, distribution management advancements and demand management are all features which are brought about by this innovation. This is such a key advancement, as electricity is the central utility for the functioning of other critical infrastructure networks and society as a whole. Consequently, in this section, the focus is on smart grid components and enhancements and the implications this has on big data analytics.

Specifically the application of the Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) is one of the most significant aspects of the smart grid infrastructure. It is used to perform the collection, storing, analysis, power consumption data collection and management process [40], [41]. The AMI facilitates two way communications between the customer and the utility company, with the aim of allowing both parties to view real-time data. The end user systems include home displays which allow the customer to have a greater insight into their energy usage and precise costings. However, with the introduction of technologies such as the AMI, big data analytics are required to assess the vast volumes of data produced. The potential insights into the benefits of the data produced can range from new innovative health care opportunities, such as dementia and depression monitoring through behavioural analysis [42]; to general user profiling for security purposes [43].

### 3.3. Data Breach and Cyber-Threat Sources

To conclude this section, we identify some of the most common sources of attacks and threats to critical infrastructure networks and other intelligent systems. Attacks occurring from inside an infrastructure are a problem, which infrastructures are becoming increasingly aware of and preparing for. An attack, which originates from the inside of an infrastructure, has the advantage that security measures can be bypassed and damage can be done before security has a chance to respond [44]. Often such attacks would occur as a result of an employee being disgruntled or upset with the organisation.

There is always the threat to insider attack where a disgruntled employee may choose to inflict damage on the system, or steal valuable information for personal reasons [45]. Additionally, the vulnerability caused using wireless networks means that a carefully placed laptop or smartphone may provide a way into a system that is considered secure[46]. The damage a thoughtlessly placed a USB stick or CD is evident from the well-known Wikileaks insider attack where an employee stole millions of confidential diplomatic communications sent from United States embassies and American foreign policy strategies, which were then published on the Internet. These diplomatic
communications, referred to as cables, were stolen through the use of a CD or USB stick which was used to store the insider information without detection.

The increased variety and sophistication of cyber-attacks is, in part, due to the variety of attack sources. Ranging from insider-threats to Hacktivists the sources of attacks can vary depending on the situation [44]. Nicholson A, et al., highlight some of the various culprits of cyber-attacks, each of are discussed below:

- States or Governments: With the ability to disable or severely cripple a country’s ability on the other side of the globe through use of a remote computer, it is clear to see why governments are currently investing heavily in cyber-warfare technologies. As news agencies frequently highlight, state created viruses can potentially be the major threat to SCADA systems due to the level of sophistication and financial investment, which has gone into its development [44].

- Organised Crime: Any attacks, which originate as part of organised crime are usually motivated by money. As Nicholson et al., discuss, attackers often have access to substantial amounts of money and target banks or large companies, which can be held at ransom.

- Hobbyists: An unusual threat critical infrastructures face comes from individuals who see a cyber-attack on a system as a challenge or thrill or something, which is simply curiosity motivated [44].

- Script Kiddies: Similarly to hobbyists, script kiddies tend to be individuals who have limited access to sophisticated technologies and perform their attacks through use of limited scripts.

- Hacktivists: Attacks which originate from Hacktivists tend to be individuals or groups who have political reasons for the their attacks [44]. For example, if a group wish to protest over the implementation of a new law, or make a political statement, then often cyber-attacks are conducted as a means to gain attention. One group known as Anonymous, have successfully conducted several high profile attacks, such as, targeting the UK police web forum in order to make a political statement.

- The problems current control systems experience, enforce the need for an improvement in the technology used. However, critical infrastructures do not only have to cope with multiple control system vulnerabilities, they are also facing various type of SCADA system perpetrators, as Nicholson et al. discuss [44].

- The result of the variety of threats control systems face in the immediate future signifies that there is a clear need for a high level multifaceted security system to safeguard critical infrastructures.

4. Big Data Analytics

Due to the increasing demands placed on critical infrastructures, technological enhancements (such as the smart grid) and the growing Internet of Things; the amount of data that is being produced, every day, is rising. As such, it is now more common than ever to deal with extremely large datasets.

As systems develop and become more intelligent and adaptive, analysing their behaviour and adapting to growing security demands is a challenge. The speed of data generation is increasing rapidly. Intelligent systems are capable of generating a phenomenal amount of information and the need to analyse their behaviour, to detect security anomalies or predict future demands for example, is becoming harder. In this section, the focus is on big data analysis techniques and processes involved in the evaluation of big data sets.

4.1. Data Pre-Processing

Raw data has out of range values, and the collection process is often unrestrained, meaning datasets contain missing values or coefficients which produce ambiguous results. For that reason, initially, data requires pre-processing. This acts as a filter to remove unwanted values and clean the data prior to feature extraction. Pre-filtering the data extracts any elements that are not required by the feature extraction stage. Redundant values, which do not conform to the filter parameters and irrelevant aspects of the data, are removed.

This process includes various stages, such as: cleaning and normalisation of raw data. Cleaning involves verifying that there are no missing values and smoothing data. Noisy data, which refers to corrupt and meaningless values, are also removed. The cleaning process also removes duplicated values; otherwise, the results of the data classification would be compromised. This could also include specifying a value range to cut out coefficients, which are outside the scope of our requirement. This process is displayed in Figure 5.

![Figure 5. Data Pre-Filtering](image)

Normalisation is used to allow the classifiers to treat the data equally. In other words, the data is manipulated so that coefficients in the dataset are standardised. This prevents raw data values from over contributing to the classification process and affecting the results.

Once processed, features can be extracted from the dataset for the machine learning and data analysis procedure. Features are aspects of the data, which allow for a representation of overall system behaviour. In the training mode, extracted features form feature vectors for both normal and abnormal behaviour. A feature vector would contain information about system and individual component behaviour.

4.2. Data Processing Techniques

Data processing is an essential part of big data analytics. In this sub-section the focus in on two distinct approaches, which are used to uncover information from large datasets.

4.2.1 Unsupervised Machine Learning

Unsupervised learning methods, such as clustering, aim to discover the natural grouping(s) of a set of patterns, points, or objects and is based on a proximity relationship; data that are similar tend to share an external relationship, which can be established to assemble the data into clusters [47], [48]. Due to its ease of implementation, simplicity, efficiency, and empirical success, the most popular algorithm for clustering is K-means [47]. It is a simple iterative method that is used to partition n observations
into a user-specified number of clusters, \( k \) \([49],[50]\). The data objects are grouped together into ‘compact’ clusters with the assumption that all objects, within one group, are either mutually similar to each other or they are similar with respect to a common representative or centroid \([51]\). A requirement of the algorithm is that the user needs to specify the number of clusters (\( K \)) that they require. This is the most critical user-specified parameter, with no perfect mathematical criteria \([47]\). Therefore, defining \( K \) can be challenging and may be seen as a drawback \([50]\), as the best number of clusters can be difficult to distinguish. However, a silhouette plot can overcome this. This graphical display illustrates which objects lie well within their cluster, and which ones are in the incorrect clusters \([52]\). It is very useful for selecting the ‘appropriate’ number of clusters, as it gives an idea of how well separated the clusters are \([52],[53]\). In conjunction with the algorithm, the appropriate number of clusters can easily be defined. There have been many implementations of the algorithm, across multiple domains. Other algorithms, such as Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN) and Ordering Points to Identify the Clustering Structure (OPTICS), have proven to be useful for analysing spatial data \([54],[55]\). In one such approach, using DBSCAN together with OPTICS, location points have been clustered into points of interest, with associated photographs being linked the locations \([50]\). The advantages of using DBSCAN, over K-means, is that DBSCAN is less sensitive to noise and allows clusters of arbitrary shape, whilst providing deterministic results \([50]\). However, a drawback of density-based clustering algorithms, such as DBSCAN and OPTICS, is that when clusters of different densities exist only particular kinds of noise points are captured. Furthermore, they don’t perform well when clusters are close and border each other \([54]\).

4.2.2 Supervised Machine Learning

Supervised machine learning refers to the training of a data set, based on two sets of data. The process involves providing the classifiers with the ‘right answer’, so that they are trained to identify differing data sets autonomously. Ideally, the supervised learning stage requires the evenly sized data sets of both the normal behaviour and attack data

The technique can include some of the following data classifiers: Uncorrelated Normal Density Based Classifier (UDC), Quadratic Discriminant Classifier (QDC), Linear Discriminant Classifier (LDC), Polynomial Classifier (POLYC), k-Nearest Neighbour (KNNC), Decision Tree (TREEC), Parzen Classifier (PARZENC), Support Vector Classifier (SVC) and Naïve Bayes Classifier (NAIVEBC).

A brief description of each of these techniques is provided in the following subsection. Each of these classifiers have the ability to learn how to recognise abnormal values in a dataset.

Linear Discriminant Classifier (LDC), is a technique which works by sorting or dividing data into groups based on characteristics to create a classification \([56]\). A discriminant function is obtained by monotonic transformation of posterior probabilities \([57]\). In other words, it performs an ordered transformation of unknown quantities, which are separated by a linear vector.

Quadratic Discriminant Classifier (QDC) works in a similar way to LDC by dividing the data into groups based on given characteristics. However, by using QDC the data is divided using a quadratic surface rather than a one-dimensional one. QDC makes no assumptions that covariance are alike. In other words, it assumes that the changing of two random variables will not be the same \([58]\).

Uncorrelated Normal Density based Classifier (UDC) also operates comparably to the QDC classifier but computation of a quadratic classifier, between the classes in the dataset, is done by assuming normal densities with uncorrelated features. Quadratic Bayes takes decisions by assuming different normal distribution of data \([59]\). LDC, QDC and UDC are density based classifiers.

Polynomial Classifier (POLYC) is also a linear based classifier and it is used to sort data by evaluating the weighting, using a linear combination of features and considering the variables of the objects \([57]\). In detail, it functions by adding polynomial features (which are constant coefficients) into the data which supports the training of the classifier.

Decision Tree (TREEC) is a classifier which uses decision rules to divide the classes of data \([57]\). It operates by using criterion functions (the sum of squared errors), stopping rules (criteria for appropriate number of splits in a decision tree) or pruning techniques (the removal of unwanted tree sections). Using decision tree is a particularly ideal choice of classifier because it is well known as one of the most effective supervised classification techniques \([58]\).

Parzen Classifier (PARZENC) functions by including aspects of the training data when the classifier is built up. It is a non-linear classifier and it has the benefit that its parameters can be user supplied or optimised \([57],[58]\).

k-Nearest Neighbour (KNNC) is similar to the Parzen Classifier in that it includes training data when building up the classifier. KNNC however, predicts values based on the ‘k-closest’ values from the training set. In other words data is classified by a majority decision by identifying ‘k-objects’ which are nearest to its neighbours \([57]\).

Support Vector Classifier (SVC) functions by predicting two possible outputs from a given training feature. It uses quadratic programming for optimisation and its non-linearity is determined by the kernel, which maps data into a set. Naïve Bayes Classifier (NAIVEBC) functions by applying Bayes’ theorem to the dataset with independent suppositions. NAIVEBC is able to function with missing values and has the ability to learn incrementally \([60]\).

5. Conclusion

In this paper, a discussion was put forward on the challenges of big data analytics in the growing digital world. As the amount of data being created every day increases, uncovering information in significantly large datasets is becoming more of a challenge. Factors, such as information security, digital threats and information sharing, require the use of big data analytics to uncover hidden information and enhance the services provided.

In terms of security, improved support can be provided, as well as cost efficiency. Processing large datasets, using big data evaluation techniques, to uncover anomalous behaviours in a system, can enhance existing security methods. In the IoT, big data analytics has benefits for the
well-being of people and helps with the evolution of integrated digital devices. This is particularly the case in healthcare, where it plays an important role in the early detection of degenerative illnesses.
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